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Harper Lee's To Kill a Mockingbird2. Any problem can be solved with a good old fist fight. Here, too, the
reader should remember that in many ways To Kill a Mockingbird is Scout's memoir â€” the adult Jean Louise
can better understand the impact of various events than the child living through them. To Kill a Mockingbird
took place is a town called Maycomb. When her aunt Alexandra comes to live with Mr. Scout hates school
because in many ways it actually inhibits her learning. Atticus so rarely asked Jem and me to do something for
him, I could take being called a coward for him. The dialogs between Jem and Scout, his cynical approach and
her ideas, free of any social standards, shape a major part of the aesop of the novel. He points out her own
failings in this area and demonstrates his point in his own interactions with other people. Lee grew up in a
time where situations happened that were similar to those in the novel. Jem moves into adolescence during the
story, and his ideals are shaken badly by the evil and injustice that he perceives during the trial of Tom
Robinson. In the story, Scout functions as both questioner and observer. She is bored waiting for the rest of the
class to catch up to her skill level, and she doesn't have more than a passing respect for either of the teachers
she describes in the story. It is narrated by a young girl named Jean Louise Finch, otherwise known as Scout,
who learns how to deal with many things in her life. Overall these characters are innocent victims of injustice.
Her novel focuses on Scout, the daughter of Atticus Finch, living her life in the s of rural Maycomb, Alabama.
Dubose is a thoroughly bad woman, Atticus admires her for the courage with which she battles her morphine
addiction. Dill wants to marry her, but that doesn't mean he wants to spend time with her. Read an in-depth
analysis of Calpurnia. She is also very intelligent for her age, making logical conclusions and connecting the
events in her mind in a proper way. The most sympathy she can muster toward a frazzled Miss Caroline is to
remark "Had her conduct been more friendly toward me, I would have felt sorry for her. Read an in-depth
analysis of Scout Finch. When her father Atticus, a criminal attorney, agrees to defend an innocent black man,
Scout comes to realize that not everything is as perfect as it seems. At this point, Scout realizes that most of
Maycomb is prejudiced. Scout asks tough questions, certainly questions that aren't "politically correct," but
she can ask these questions because she is a child. At the beginning of the novel, Scout is an innocent,
good-hearted five-year-old child who has no experience with the evils of the world. Scout's opinions on people
and events are formed from what is familiar to her. In his knowingly wrongful accusation that Tom Robinson
raped his daughter, Ewell represents the dark side of the South: ignorance, poverty, squalor, and hate-filled
racial prejudice. Scout's tomboyishness drives Aunt Alexandra to distraction; Miss Caroline sees Scout's
outspokenness and honesty as impertinence.


